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Sally Curtis, Marie Ifill
Are Awarded Fulbrights
By Carol Ann Obliske!,
Two University of Maine senior
women have been named as recipients
of Fulbright awards for graduate study
abroad. Miss Sally Elizabeth Curtis
of South Portland and Miss Marie
!fill of Bangor will attend foreign
Universities as a part of the International Educational Exchange Program
of the Department of State.
Sally Curtis will study contemporary
German literature and government at
the Free University of Berlin in
Germany. Sally is the second Fulbright Fellow from the University
to go to the Free University. At
Maine she majored in the Romance
Languages and is presently serving
as president of Balentine Hall. She
holds an office in her sorority. Alpha
Omicron Pi. and is a member of the
German Club. Miss Curtis was also
one of the University's government

interns. She spent six months last
year in Washington, D. C., working
in the office of First District Congressman lames C. Oliver.
Marie Ifill, the second recipient of
the coveted scholarship is a physical
education major. Marie will study
education, with a special emphasis on
physical education, at the University
of Melbourne in Australia. The first
physical education major from the
University to receive the Eulbright
award. Marie is also the first Maine
student to be sent to Australia.
Miss !fill is a member of Pi Beta
Phi sorority in which she has held the
office of treasurer. She is president
of the Women's Athletic Association
at the University. and is a member
of Phi Kappa Phi. Kappa Delta P.
and Sigma Mu Sigma honorary societies. Marie is Basketball Chairman
of the Eastern Maine Board of W0111 en's Officials.

The Colbyettes of Colby College will serenade at the Ace of Spades this Saturday
I nion.

Westerners To Invade Union

Is are enrolled in
im in agriculture.

Who said it couldn't be done?? ?
On Saturday, April 23, at 8:30
p.m., the Memorial Union (as we
know it) will cease to exist. In its
stead a Western "gambling" town will
flourish until the mystical hour of
twelve. This astounding transformation is being wrought by the Ace of
`‘pades, the annual faculty -student
-gambling" event.
I he main stre,:t of town will lead
draight to the "Golden Nuggett Ca-
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"(no" where the Colhyeties of Waterville and the Polar Bear Five of
Bowdoin College will be performing.
[here will be dancing to the music of
Paul Dinsmore's Band throughout the
evening in the "Silver Slipper Saloon"
hich will feature swinging doors, a
Honky Tonk piano played by Skip
Faker, and hostess Diammul

Jail!! Dealers for Poker, Roulette,
Black Jack, Casino. and Poker Dice
will be President Elliott and faculty
members. "Stage" money for gambling will be furnished by the Union
so it will not he necessary for a heavy
loser to mortgage his college career.
General admission charge for the
event is fifty cents. Students are
urged to enter the spirit of the WestGambling will take place at the ern theme
by donning appropriate
Apache Trading Post. the Bank. the costumes such as those of cowboy,
Blacksmith Shop, the Corrals, and the cowgirl. Indian, or Chine•e cook.

Political Education Group Acts

nis
on

By Rick Brennan

[he Senate Committee on Political Education met last Tues- Dr. Tibor J. Bebek of New York,
L...y at 1:00 P.M. in the Senate Office of the library. Committee a consultant on foreign affairs, will
members include Mark Shibles. Barbara Connor, Glenn Philippon, speak at an assembly: Tuesday eveBernard Mire. Donald Mooers, Herman Diehl. and Barbara Bassler. ning at 7:311 in the Memorial Union.
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The aims and objectives of the committee were defined, and the manner
in which they would be implemented
James Ilarithas
was discussed. The committee was
to be completely bipartisan in its approach to current issues and the manner in which they are to be handled.
I he committee will be used as an
instrument to provide a medium of
information to the student body by
was of the Campus.
It was decided that each week a
member from each of the two political
.
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Bebek To Speak
On Communists

will then present both points
of view to the students. It is hoped
that this will incite a degree of interest
in the students for contemporary political topics and better acquaint them
with the ideas of both parties as this
information is presented in a totally
bipartisan light.
There will appear next week an
article embodying the basic principles
of both the Republican and Democratic parties. In the following issue.
May 5th, the Campus will feature an
article on how to register and vote.
This will include information of interest to all voters.
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As a member of the Hungarian
Resistance
Movement, he lived
through the •cige of Budapest in
1945 and for three sears under So%act domination, before he escaped
as a political refugee. After a short
time in England, he came to the
United States. Following the 1956
Hungarian Resolution, he served the
State Department at the Hungarian
Refugee Center. He is still a consultant on forcitth affair, in Eastern
Europe.
Dr. Belsek has lectured widely in
the United States, especially before
educational and civic organizations.
His visit to the University is sponsored by the International Relations
Club. the History Department, and
the University Asseml-ly Committee.
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Neal Mathetai
Banquet Planned

The annual Sophomore Lagle-Nei
Mathetai Banquet will be held next
Wednesday evening at 6:45 p.m. in
Stodder Hall Cafeteria. Twenty new
Eagles and ten new Neal Mathetai
members will be formally tapped.
The top ten freshman women, according to first semester grades, are
the new members of NCiii Mathetai.
A baseball game during the after- Present members of these two organinoon will be followed by the student- zations are serving on various comI,:, ilts skits starting at 7:30.
mittees for the banquet.

The float parade will start at 1:30
and will take its usual route around
the Mall. The theme for this year's
parade will be "Fabulous Fifties."
and floats will depict outstanding
events that took place during the decade of the fifties.
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Union P

Discuss Idea Of Closer Boy-Girl Dorms
sit) plan, io build SCVCral new dorm,
in the next few years, the integration
program stands questionable.
Two years ago a lack of eating facilities for male students caused them
to dine with the girls in Stodder Hall.
This arrangement soon became highly
popular with those involved, although
The possibility of a mixed dormithe construction of the Men's Comtory arrangement was discussed re- mons ended this arrangement.
cently by a conference of campus tinuing the mixed dining.
Although the group
presidents.
In their discussion, the conference
touched the subject lightly, some attending were intrigued by the idea leaders speculated numerous pros
and determined to gauge the reaction and cons concerning the mixed plan.
ot others about it. Since the Univer- lhe success of integrated men-women

all )0u iniagsne male and tcmale
dormitories situated together? It
might became a strong probability
should public opinion approve, although present plans indicate segregating the men from the girls at the University will continue for many a year.

dormitory systems at other colleges,
the increase of "a more wholesome
collegiate living condition." the popularity of past experiments at this
college such as the eating together,
were arguments favoring the proposition. On the opposite end, those opposed ranged over the breaking of
tradition, the inevitable problems that
might arise, and parental objections.
Student reaction on campus to the
proposal is extremely varied. Statemnts by some were "how close together?" or "1 don't care, for I live in
a fraternity"

Columbus discovers the
Winston Hemisphere

Dr. Elmer Bentley, Executive Sc..,
tary of the United Baptist Conven.
of Maine, will be guest preacher a
the M.C.A. Worship Service, at 9:31/
and 11:00 a.m. on Sunday. April 21
1960, in the little Theatre. Foll,
ing the services, Dr. Bentley w
he NI.C.A.'s guest at a dinner Imola;
of Baptist students in the Commonat 12:30 p.m. Men and women in the
dormitory system will be able to use
their meal tickets. All others will be
charged the cost of the meal. "[hose
interested in attending this meeting
should contact Mr. McGinnis at the
M.C.A. House.
Ismene (Diione Ingalls) and
A Discussion Meeting will be held
%miaow. (hid, Fo,ler) rehearse
on Sunday evening at 6:30 at the
,
.4141114
11;,..the. 1.1
e.1114,113,
for
I.C.A. House. There will be no
lion.
supper this week.
The Choir will hold a rehearsal or.
Tuesday evening from 6:30 to 8:00
Antigone To Open
in the Town Room of the Union. This
is an important meeting and all those
who wish to go on the trip to the
Little Theatre
Kent', Hill School should attend.
M.C.A.'s Vesper Service will be
Next Wednesday
held on Wednesday evening in the
The play Antigone is very contro- Louis Oakes Room of the Library
versial. Involved in it are two forces from 6:34) to 7:00 o'clock.
of equal strength—an irresistible
force meeting an immovable object.
These two strength, are personified
in Antigone and Creon.

Women Hold Lunch
To Kick Off Plans

For The Future
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Antigone typifies the eternal many r
or heroic figure who defies all authority for the sake of moral law and divine
justice. Creon is typical of the politician who places the well-being of
state ahead M individual liberty and
moral law. The argument by Creon
is that it is sometimes necessary for
individuals to be hurt if the whole of
society is to progress. Antigone argues
that if individuals in society are hurt
and moral law is tampered with,
something is wrong with the kind of
progress which the state is making.
This play was originally produced
in Paris in February. 1944, when
Paris was occupied by the Nazis.
Antigone was immediately heralded
by the French resistance movement
as a dynamic drama of the period.
They immediately accepted Antigone
as their spokesman, even though her
argument seemed irrational and she
seemed to accomplish nothing in her
struggle. The occupation authorities,
on the other hand, associated with
Creon, as he argued that the ship of
state must be kept afloat, event if it
meant doing it at the expense of some
individual liberties.

"Flavor, Ho!" The Admiral Shouted
As He Sighted FiLTER-BLEND

Orono. NtAitu,.

Under the leadership of Mada:ene
Gerrish. the Off Campus Women's
club has undergone complete reorganization. A new constitution has
revItalized the organization from its
inactive past history. The OCW aim,
to develop incentive in its eighty-six
members to play an active part in
campus functions. Among it, first
efforts will be a float for the Maine
Day parade and an OCW volley ball
team.
Miss Gerrish is supported in her
work by Lorene Hersey. Vice President: Joyce 1 ungren. Recording Secretary: Avis Elwell. Corresponding Sezretary: and Barbara Bishop. Treasurer.
Miss Alice Finnegan is advisor of the
()C W.
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Discussed At Meeting
By Vicki Waite
saddle up "old paint.Pick lip our date.
V. ell ... maybe ou better
forget the date.
Just you and "old paint- go.
hhe .4.-e of Spades will be turned
into the land of "Chester and Mr.
Dillon.- Saturday esening. Entertainment, dancing, and gambling will
last from 8:30 p.m. to 12:00. Western dress will be appropriate.
Diary of a Summer will be the
theme of the Della Delia Del:a sorority fashion shois to be held Monday night in the Louis Oakes Room
of the Library. The show begins at
8 p.m., and the donation will be fifty

A meeting will be held in the Memorial Union Tuesday at 10:00 to
ps and gisea to
discuss the ways and means to dePinned: Mars.J,, IN, Ile'', Col- velop closer relations between the
Wiscon. University and Maine employers.
lege of St. Franci,
sin. to Paul %mph.. Tau Kappa
The University and its Placement
Epsilon: A
• Carroll, S1.1111m4...
therbor. to Donald E. DeGolyer, Bureau are suggested to be the co!sigma l'hi Epsilon; Jane Ihillscr- ordinator for the business firms and
eau to Robert % erduin. Sigma Al- industries of Maine in hope, that a
pha Epsilon; Ann Adjactarit to long-range program will be of a greatLin Billings. Sigma Chi; and Sally er service to them. They will also disas Acheson, Phi cuss wass of combating the widely
Robinson to T'
held opinion that job opportunities
Gamma Delta.
Ashley., are few, as statistics have proven that
Jaci:ueline
Engaged:
of the University have not
graduates
KaCandage;
Portland. to Paul
trina 1.. Las.renee 7i't to Robert taken their first job in Maine.
M. Leas in.
Patricia
Norberg;
The following people hase accepted
F.S.T.C., to Burton Sti aria.. Sigma an invitation to the meeting: Mr. John
Chi; Elaine Higgins to Norris Red- Grant, President of the Merrill Trust
dish. Mt. De.ert ; :sisal I.Hane While Co.. Bangor: Mr. Almon Young. Cento Riehard Clai 1, sigma Chi.
tral Maine Power Co., Augusta: Mr.
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Union Holds Special Events Next Week

Work Conditions To Be

heduled
Group

:erns.
Clothes and accessories have been
donated by Smiles s, Ben Sklar'.
Peter's. Goldsmith's and Standard
Shoe. Models 11 ill he Claire Keenan.
Janice Quint. Jean Gem. Deanna
ollar. Sheila (houinard. Valerie
Beck, Trudy Chambers, Mary Davis.
Barbara Long. Marie Patterson, Sandra Van Akcn. and Sheilya Wood.
Proceeds from the show will be
used for the Slolt scholarship gisen
annually by the Tri-Delts to a worthy
Unisersity woman.
Li.st week the American .4s
ricer al University Women held an
introductory meeting for senior girl,
and graduate students. The University of Maine is on the approved li•t
of colleges eligible for membership
in the A. N.C.W. l)r. Ruth Towne.
a Maine graduate and a surgeon in
the Boston area. was the guest speaker. Dr. Toss ne •poke of the position
of NOMA n in different aspect, of our
...ilture. An:. senior girls and graduate student, interested in A.A.U.W.
membership m:.) obtain an introdu:tor) card from Dean Wilson's tiffi..c
an) time during Commencement
Week.
Pi It, rd P,.i sorority will ecIebrate
iIs ninct)-fifth tear as a national 's.
Fot.ndcr's Day banquet
rants ta:r:
Moneta) e\c^ing at the Penobseot
-1,it Kill be pre:aimCountry ('lab.
ed his the nc...!
a:ter the h,.neoct.
/j..a:
II'• Parent's AN i..i.kend for
. The xtekenel is ill iiILL' (lone
I
a luncheon. entertainment. and
an informal aoffee.
Fish nets and palm trees turned
S:ettia Phi Epsilon into a Hawaiian
Island last Saturdas. The evening ineluded a supper consisting of assorted
Hawaiian dishes. The party favors
were really unique. Coconuts were
s a v. i's) in half and painted by the Sig

l'he finest in charcoal

.

SHORETTE'S
17 Main Street, Orono

The Tender Trap, a comedy starring
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, and
Dasid Wayne, will he shown at 7 and
9 p.m in the Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union Friday evening. Because of the Ace of Spades there will
be no showing of the film on Saturday.
T special film, The Trial, which relates the story of an infamous trial
of a group of Jews in a Hungarian
tillage. will be shown Sunday, April
24 at 3 p.m. in the Bangor Room. At
4 p.m. the same afternoon a student
concert featuring the University Singers w ill be held in the Main Lounge.
George K. Manlove will read the
works of John Ciardi at the Poetry
Hour Tuesday. April 26. at 4 p.m. in
the SVomen's Lounge.

On Wednesday, April 27, another
special film. Man in Space, will be on
view in the Bangor Room at 4 p.m.
1 his documentary film explains the
problems scientists expect space travelers of the near future will face.
Duplicate bridge will be played in
the Bangor Room Thursday evening,
April 28. at 7 p.m.
Sign-up sheets for the Annual University Championship Tournament in
Pocket Billiards, Billiards, and Table
Tennis are now available in the game
room of the Memorial Union. The
tournament will start May 2. The
winners will have their names engraved on the permanent game-room
plaques and each winner will be
awarded a cup.

12 Receive Forestry

Billias Ends Tour
With TV Program

Hollis Sawyer. Sampson's Super Mar- Awards At Supper
ket. Skowhegan: Mr. Charles Whiteaaaras
eae presented to
house, Maine Department of Ecoout•tand:ng students in the Forestry
nomic Development. Augusta: Mr.
Department at Xi Sigma Pi', annual
Rudolph Marcoux. V.1 HZ TV, Banfort:sir) and wildlife 'upper last
gor: Mr. John H. Nlilliken. Dirc:tor, is
Personnel Relation,. S. D. Warren
Co.. Cumberland Mills: Mr. Eugene Da,ii ( lenient and Gar:. Nfunkhoff,
Babson. U. S. Ci)pson Co.. Lisbon editor, of the yearbook, the /9Oo
Falls: Mr. Richard Kendall, Director Ilt‘ine I-do-ester, announced that the
. rahli...:tain this )ear has been dediof Personnel. Union Mutual Life In,
Co.. Portland: Mr. Ronald M. Reed. cated to Dr. Charles Dirks. Professor
Fmployment Manager. Oxford Paper sI Lmornology. The students paid
Co., Rumford: and Mr. Ralph Cald- tribute to Professor Dirks for more
well, Oxford Paper Co.. Rumford. than 30 )ears of helpfalness in the
torestr) department.
.
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,
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ss ill B.' announced Thursday at
and Stanley Chenowith.
the annual .AWS as-srmbl,.

Si. The Dinah Shore Chery Show in color

CORVAIR
ILET
DRIVE IT!
GET
OUR
DEAL!!!!

S Under,

George A. Biluas, Maine author
and associate professor of American
history at the University, has discovered that talking as well as writing
is required of anyone who publishes
a hook.
Hissing recently written a biography,
General John Ghoe r and His MarbleBillias has been on
head
a speaking tour that has taken him to
Pelham. N.Y., New 'fork City, and
Salem, Massachusetts.

MOVING?
call Fox & Ginn

NBC-TV—the Pat Boone Chtry Showroom

r. Al

-

A pair of C.,rlairs recently rt, ordca 2.l.I3 and 26.21 miles per gallon in the
Mobilgas Economy Run. That's certified proof that Corvair skimps
on gas costs. It saves other ways, too. Corvair is the only U. S. compact car
that never needs antifreeze or costly radiator repairs. Come in and drive the
compact ear that outdo( them all.

Things Corvair gives you that America's other compact cars cznyt:
Practically fiat floor

foot room for
the mai, in the middle. Fold-down rear
seat is '•• 17.0 co. It. of(aural .11111-agf•

Four-wheel independent suspension for
a .misitlii•r. Hatter

1-1111•.

Rear-engine traction ... that e
the eturiiiii'a
rear is heel:.

Yourrabalils

with
eight braring thain on the

realize already that the mileage firm.. Cars airs recorded in ihr Aloha-

5.A
gas Butt are ItiOier than the as ..a.
s
,
can expect. But Imeause the „s.,
k Mil of dri% inc eattili ion —rirz_
a
s,
a
raiJ
grade,. long country
- •
I
col cits trallie—tha-r
Corsair'. inherent
Midi!) la -as,. I

atin..:

...1% takr .1

ilav
take delis yrs of
a Corsair.
11111P• iii,
,
,
n11

11111

your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast &firer'', faroruble deals
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Pare Four

TV To Feature Faculty Quartet
The University of Maine Faculty Department will also take part. Dave
Quartet will appear on the television Robinson will present "Student Fe.1program. "The University of Maine tures."
and You," this Sunday from 1212:30 over WABI-TV. They will
sing Dry Bones, Stout Hearted Men, Phi Kappa Sigma Elects
Sweet and Lou, Copenhagen. My
Lord What a Morning, and The Bob Sterritt President
Loris Prayer. Accompanist will be
Robert Sterritt was elected PresiMrs. Paul Carpenter.
dent
of Phi Kappa Sigma last Moninclude
a
will
also
The program
preview look at the role the Univer- day night. Others elected were Vice
sity will play in the Annual Boy President. Ian MacKinnon; ScholasScout Camporama to be held this tic Chairman. Al Albers; Recording
summer in Maine. Mr. Fred Palmer Secretary, Doug Allen; Correspondof Boy Scout Troop 7 of Bangor ing Secretary, Larry Libby: Treasurwill appear with a Boy Scout. Pro- er. Lance Johnson; Pledge Trainer.
Sergeants-at-Arms.
Stevens.
fessor Brooks Hamilton. Head of the Ted
Journalism Department. and Mr. Steve Dew ick and Bill Burton; Social
Ken
Luce.
Chairman,
Robert MacLaughlin of the Speech

An
presidential candidates
running for office during the
upcoming elections on May 2
and 3. may make a three minute
statement to be played over
WORO on Wednesday. April 27.
at 8 p.m. Recordings will be
made next Monday and Tuesday.
No more than three minutes will
be allowed each candidate. Those
interested should contact Bill
I awlor. WORO Station Manager.
The R. G. Balfour represents.
the will spend two days on cam.
pus taking orders for class rings.
He will be here next Wednesday
and Thursday, April 26 and 27.
This is the last time orders will
be taken this year. A 85.00 deposit is required at this time, or
full price may be paid. Order*
will be taken in the lobby of the
Memorial Union.

Do Y611 ThinkkrMurself?
(DIG THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU RATE')

The srat,-m,
..nt "It's the exception t:lar proves the rule"
s. a lame excuse for dumb ru!es; it an argument for
doing what you please; (t...7d evidence of a healthy disrespect for absoluto.
You've just met a girl Who..H.e
beauty impresses you emu.mously. Do you Ls, ask for
a date at once? it say,
"Aren't you lucky you
found me?" C find out
what she likes to do?
AS BE CE
A rich uncle offers to give
you his big, expensive viatage-typelimousine.Doyou
say, "How about a
sports car, Unk?" it decline the offer, knowing t h-s•
big old boat would k -ep
you broke maintaining ir
take the car and ren:
it for big occasions?

A 1:

Nurses Organize New Campus Club
'The student nurses have recently
formed an organization. the University of Maine Student Nursing Association, other wise known as UMANS,
open to all students enrolled in the
nursing program. UMANS is currently waiting for approval by the
Student Senate before it can become
an official organization on the campus.
The main purpose of UMANS is
to stimulate interest in nursing and
to better acquaint the nursing students
with their chosen profession. April
19th, UMANS entertained a group of
twenty-five high school girls interested

in nursing as a career.
The University of Maine is the first
college in Maine to have an organization like UMANS. Members were
happy to learn that last week UMANS
was accepted by the Maine State Student Nursing Association.
Madalene Gerrish will head UMANS
next year as President. Supporting
her will be Judith Gray, First Vice
President; Carolyn Sherburne, Recording Secretary; Mary Fox, Corresponding Secretary; and Jane Salbert. Treasurer, Jean M. MacLean.
Dean of Nursing, is the advisor.

Radio Program Planned For Troops
A 30-minute musical program from
the University of Maine will be broadcast to United Armed Forces overseas. Three members of an advanced
course in broadcast production have
been working for more than a month
on the production.
Among the performers are the
Faculty Quartet, The Steiners. the
University Band, and faculty member
Edward Ives, folk singer.

The three students who have worked
on the program are Michael Dolley,
James Kaplan, and Ronald Hoar,
who is station manager of the camp's
radio station WORO. Robert MacLauchlin of the speech department
has supervised their work.
This program, the only one of it
kind originating in Maine, will be
beamed to U. S. forces all over the
globe by Armed Forces Radio.

C

hat's why they usually choose Viceroy.
They've found the filter's so good Viceroy
can use richer tobiteccs for better taste.
Is this why they say. "Viceroy has a
thinking man's filter ...a smoking man's
taste"? Answer t.) that one is: Change to
Viceroy and see for yourself!
*If you checked (C) in three out of four
questions, you're swift on the pickup, and you
really think for yourself!

A5B5C5
A manufacturer asks
to pick the kind of f:! —
cigarette he should mak •
win the most smok-7
Would you recommend
a cigaret e whose weak r
makes smokers think it has
a strong filter? (B a rigarette with a strong taste
and a filter put on jus: for
effect! C a cigarette wi•
a filter so good it allows
of richer tobaccos?
BE CE

Smokers who think for themselves depend
on t'neirown indgment —notfad oropinion.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER—A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

ESTERBROM —picking
up new users every day
BEARS or PEOPLE— Esterbroo!: has a pen point to
suit every writing persomility! They range all the
wa% front one fine enough to write the Gettysburg
address on the head of an instructor to one broad
enough to write on the side of a barn.
The Esterbrook Classic fountain pen starts writing instantly — the minute it touches the paper.
Feels so 'right' in the hand ...a i:d looks good, too!
Choice of six colors.
Durable? This pen is so durable that it'll last
long enough to hand (low n to your children... if
that's your idea of fun.

S6te4took;

THE ct•ss,r:
r -mffiTAIM PEN

Other Estert
,
,n11
Phee
n pee

THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 32—ONE 3 CuSTOM-FITTED FOR V001

0
- ,adehott.iinoaLlAtacteiV'
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Juniors Book Green And Hackett
For Greatest, Biggest Prom Ever
In case you are wondering who
the harried-looking group is that
is
steaming
its
way
around
campus, it's the members of the i
Junior Class getting ready for the I
Junior Prom, a semi-formal dance
to be held the evening of April
29, from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
in the Memorial Gym. To quote
one of the members of the committee, "it promises to be the
swinginest affair of the year."
Where can you get tickets for the
evening?
That's easy.
If you
are a Junior class member you
may pick up your free ticket from
1;00-4:00 p.m. on April 27, 28, 29,
upstairs in the Memorial Union.
I.D. cards are
necessary. All
URBit GREEN
others may purchase tickets at
the same place for $2.50 per couple.
Making the music for the evening's enjoyment are two greats played with him at Carnegie Hall's
in the world of music. Supplying first Jazz Concert. From there
the smoother notes for dancing he started to branch out on his
will be Urbie Green and his own. He created a legend in the
orchestra, while a change of mood world of jazz when he was feawill be provided by Bobby Hackett tured at the opening of NICK'S In
and his Jazz Band at intermission the Village.
He later toured for five years
time.
Urbie Green, who has
been with such bands as Horace Heidt,
labeled "America's great
new Glen Gay, and the great Glen
trombone stylist", has become a Miller. He then joined the staff
favorite with critics and public of the American Broadcasting
alike. His professional ties have Company, but the desire to form
included such greats as Frankie his own jazz band took him on the
Carle; Gene Krupa, for whom he road again. In 1953, his career
did jazz solos; Woody Herman; , began to blossom with his reand lead trombone for the Benny cordings with the Jackie Gleason
Goodman band. When the movie orchestra. His own recordings of
biography of Goodman was film- "Soft Lights", "In a Mellow Mood",
ed it was Urbie you saw playing "Coast Concert", and "Rendezvous"
all the trombone solos. His tat-' are all on the Capitol label.
ents have not been limited to the!
bandstand alone, but he has also
been successful in radio. TV, and
recording.
In this latter field
alone he has become top man, I
which led RCA Victor to sign him I
Entry blanks for the Second
for a series of Albums, the first Annual Student Photography Conof which is the rave of the music test are now available in the
world, entitled "Let's Face the lobby of the Memorial Union. The
Music and Dance."
contest is open to all University
Bobby Hackett, our intermission students. All prints will be constylist, is one of the favorites of sidered for the following catename band musicians. They come gories: Human Interest, Scenic
to catch Bobby when their own Feature, and News—Sports. All
jobs are through. His originality entries should be submitted to
has given his audience not only a Paul Daigle, Jr. or Mrs. Dunton
beautiful sound but a new one. at the Activities Room in the
Bobby started his career back in Memorial Union by April 27.
the '30's during America's greatJudges for the contest are Brooks
est jazz era. Like all hopefuls he
W. Hamilton,
Department of
migrated to New York to try to
Journalism, University of Maine;
further his musical reputation. He
Carroll Hall, Photographer, tanwas signed by Benny Goodman and
gor Daily News; and Vincent A.
Hartgen. Department of Art, University of Maine. They will select
a best and an honorable mention
in each category and one best of
the show. The best of the show
will receive a $10 prize, and the
best in each
category will receive a $5 prize. All entries will
be exhibited in the Memorial
Beta PI, honorary en- Union Lobby May 1—May 14; color
Tau
gineering society, initiated
ten slides will he exhibited by a
students and one alumnus on 16 x 22 viewer.
Wednesday. April 13th.
The alumnus named to honorary
membership in the society was
Herbert H. Leonard of South
Shaftsbnry, Vermont. A graduate
Mother's Helper
In
mechanical
engineering at
Maine in 1901, Leonard has served
Carr of three yonng children,
as a designer for several industrial
June to Septemher. Own room
firms between 1901 and 1908;
pleasant grounds. In Bangor.
Work Manager for Turner and
Driver's license, average swItn•
Seymour Manufacturing Company
ming ability essential. Refer.
In Connecticut; assistant Manager
Nice% required, and exchanged.
of the Stamford Rolling Mills;
This
Is a pleasant family wit)
president of
the Consolidated
varied summer activities, rePacking Machine Corporation in
quiring a helper who is capahl4
Buffalo, New York; President of
with children and prepared to
the American Machine and Founmake herself generally useful
dry Company, New York.
If?
-0 weekly: cis-day week. Op.
Leonard was the principal speakportnnity for a qualified young
er for the banquet.
woman from the Bangor arra
The students initiated into the
to combine a pay Ina Joh with
society were James Wiley, Blaine
most evenings and day off free
Orindle, Gerald Palmer, Howard
for friends and family.
Quist, George Hanington, William
For interview. phone: Mrs. R.
Leavy, Peter Haynes, Ralph Gross
Jr., John Sears, Jr., and Paul
Ileilendale, Bangor 6INO.
Trafton.
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Special Dinner
For Seniors
The Class of 1960 will be honored by the General Alumni Association Thursday, April 28, at
a special dinner held at the Commons at 6:30.
Each year the seniors are entertained at a function sponsored
by the Alumni Association for
the purpose of acquainting them
with the organization. T. Russell
Woolley, Executive Director, will
speak to the class concerning the
Association. "The opportunity for
all, of you to meet on such an
°erasion seems most appropriate,
as you are soon to join the other
30,000 men and women of Maine
In the
Alumni body," Woolley
said.
Bud Ochmanski, president of
the senior class, will be toastmaster. In a letter urging class
members to attend the banquet,
Ochmanski said, "I am sure that
each class member is aware of the
tremendous work the Alumni Association does for the University of
Maine.
Buildings such as the
Memorial Union, Library, and
Memorial Gymnasium exemplify
the accomplishments of the Association for the betterment of
the University."

CLASS OF 1860 DINNER -- Ira W. Stockwell Jr., Senior Class
Treasurer; T. Russell Woolley Jr., Executive Director of the General
Alumni Association; Charles Ochmanski, Senior Class

President,

and Betty Colley, Senior Class Secretary, make plans for the banquet to be held next Thursday evening.

Hillson Achievement Award
for the week of April '25th
To

Following the program, a brief
class meeting will be held for the
purpose
of nominating
class
members for class parts.
Tickets are free to members of
the senior class and may be picked up at the Alumni Office in the
Library until Tuesday noon, April
26,

Nancy Waisanen
out-going president of A.W.S.

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill St.

Orono 6-3647

Union Contest
Blanks Available

Tau Beta Pi
Initiates Ten
Into Society

SUMMER JOB

SINGER
offers

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A unique summer employment opportunity with challenging career possibilities, limited only by your ambition and ability, with a well established international organization, is available to all undergraduates.
Work this summer in one of the 1500 branches of the SINGER Sewing
Machine Company near your home. Gain valuable business experience while
earning salary plus commission.

Your potential abilities will be developed by

our proven training program.
Successful men who wish to finance their education may continue on a parttime basis during school term.

All successful men will be given a graduation

career opportunity with a chance

for

advancement in Domestic Sales, Foreign

Distribution, Advertising, Engineering, Finance, etc.
For personal interview, write, stating name and location of college, area
of desired employment, course of major, and year of graduation, to:

SINGER SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
Singer Building

149 Broadway

New York 6, New York

ATTENTION: MR. F. A. HOLYER
Director

of Sales Promotion

Orono, Maine, April ti, 1910
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House History

Editorials

That Fever's Back•

I "Great White
castle" Built
In 1915-16

A word to the wise is not always welcome, but it is
sometimes necessary. The word for this week is "springtime". After the long winter months we heartily welcome the new season, but we must beware of the "fever"
it brings with it. The symptoms of this fever are
readily noticeable: gazing out the classroom window,
cutting classes, frequent daydreaming, temporary loss of
memory during exams, and a general lack of ambition.
In fact, the only human activity improved by an attack
of spring fever is "opposite-sex-watching".
Now, here comes the unwelcomed word to the wise:
"Watch out, FINALS are just around the corner."
Unfortunately, this springtime virus strikes at a time
when we need every ounce of energy and drive to get
us over the last round of prelims and into final exams.
Medical science has yet to come up with a vaccine to
prevent or a serum to cure this dread disease.
If you catch it, only you can get rid of it. You can
cure it yourself, but the medicine is pretty distasteful.
First, be aware that this is the "lazy" season of the year.
Then compensate for it by what might seem a little
additional study — a little added effort. Forsake that
urge to cut: force yourself to pay attention in class.
Before your know it, finals will be over and so will the
school year — perhaps all too soon.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

'ROOP LEAKS, Cat)IN WinifER, N5E05 PAINT, AND I MY PAOST EtPft,61vE ROOM PECAUsE OF TH. VIEW-THAT5 A GIRO DORM NE'' DOM.°

From 317

Spring Has Sprung, Grass Has Riz
By Judith tliir
"Spring—when a young man's
fancy turns to thought of
grass." R. T. Murphy
Hi ho, it's that time of year
again. Prof, you might as well
forget about giving a serious
lecture Friday afternoon. And.
you there in the cafeteria kitchen. better watch the peanut butter and Jelly for it's on its way
to :he sun deck. And look at
that art class drawing pictures
by the cannons. That's an interesting spot on campus . . .
lots of grass. Ah, we're back to
grass.
Now grass is fun. It's fun to
sit on grass and jtanp on grass
and roll around on grass and.
well, all kinds of things. This.
of course. is when you're seven
and eight, not twen!y or twentyone. But when springtime comes
to campus, we sometimes forget
that we're grown up now. So.
with Flora Favorite-Date in
hand, we're off to the nearest
on the
lawn. We sit down
grass. Before long we're semisitting, and before much long-

er we're reclining-sitting and
well. since I can no longer
speak from experience. I must
go on what people have told
me. I don't want you to think
I don't know about grassing because I'm a prude. It's not that
at all. It's mother. Mother's
told me all kind of horrid things
about men. and I thtnk she'R
right, so let's get back to the
lawn.
Now take last year, for example. I was walking home between Carnegie towards Stodder.
Smash. I almost tripped over
two bodies. I excused myself
humbly and continued home.
What a place to sleep, I thought.
Poor dears, their dorm beds must
be awfully uncomfortable. It
seemed terribly tragic that this
young couple had to pick such
a marshy spot to he together.
Rut, then again, we have no organized place to be together on
this campus. Dorm steps are
by far too illuminated to do Josthe to a passionate embrace.
And lounges? Bless you my
child, you must have missed

On January I, 1S69. three
cadets at the Virginia Military
Institute in Lexington founded
the legion of honor, later to become known as Sigma Nu. Upon
the oaths of James Frank Hopkins, Greenfield Quarles. and
James Riley. the tradition of
virtue and honor was established
at Sigma Nu and remains to this
day.
Sigma Nu was one of the many
fraternities to be founded after
the Civil War, when the fraternal system was in a process of
re-establishment.
In IRS.% THE DELT I„ the
Fraternity's quarterly journal.
was first published by John
Alexander Howard.
Sigma Nu continued to grow
rapidly, and Indianapolis was
chosen as the site of the General Offices in 1915. Through
the years, however, sentiment
grew in favor of maintaining
headquarters at Lexington, a
dream which became a reality
in 1957 when Sigma No went
"home".
Maine's Sigma Nit chapter was
originally founded in a room in
Oak Hall In 1903 by irthur F.
Dirtenport and was knoon as
Theta Upsilon. The chapter was
first located at Old Tots ii and
later muted to what l now the
infirmary. 1913 saw Theta Upsilon 'weenie a member of the
Sigma Nn national under the
name of Delta Nu. and in 191116 the •'(rent White Castle" was
built.
Throughout the years Delta Nu
has been well represented in
campus activities. "Moe" Littlefield, former house president,
recently retired as head of
the Inter-fraternity Council. The
chapter has also made excellent
showings in intramural football and softball and has had
many representatives on the
school's varsity athletic teams.
The facultv Is also well ren.
resented with Sigma Nu's. In
the past few months the hoose
has .-een many changes. The
first floor has been redone and
a new front porch has been
built. Seteral weeks ago Mrs.
Dorothy Fills became the first
house mother in the history of
Delta No.
As a fraternity. Sigma Nu has
always fostered
the spirit of
friendship, which is the heart of
the Greek letter fraternity system. The first objective in
Sigma Nu is "to bind together
all our members by ties of time
and lasting friendship." Sigma
Nu places emphasis on attaining the goals of worthy ideas
and lofty principals. Sigma No
provides training in scholarship,
leadership, social orientation,
and cultural stimulation, preparing the individual for graduation.
Br adjusting himself to group
will, the individual
reaches
greater word stature and is
taught "to govern each act by a
high sense of honor." Sigma Nu
is a college within a college, in
which each member works with
his fellow brothers to attain the
highest character.
house meeting
The University
forest? Not with all the milermen they have tip thrre, checking in see if Flora Favorite-Date
is eighteen.
Here we are in our most formative years and we haven't even
a decent place to shape up!

Ramblings

Linus Should Keep His Old Blanket
By Foe Meader
Every once in a while, when I
have time on my hands, I like
to go into the library and grubble around in the card files. It
is amazing the books that can
be had for reading. The other
day I found one on 101 things
to make out of paper and another on the birds of Matto
(;rosso, Brazil. I finally took
out a book on Yoga and have
been busy contemplating my
1 have Orrided that it
navel.
needs cleaning) I was informed last weekend that the
navel is where you hold the
salt when you eat celery in bed
but I have not yet fully looked
into the matter.
One night when I was watching Captain If aniraroo on T.V.
aot to thinking about fairy
tales 3:1111 Milt her Copse rh3nies
a ltd eitille to the conclusion that
I herein lies the cause of Pilenile delinquency. let me ex•
plain myself with the use of a
few examples,
I. The Big Bad Wolf, in the

original version of the Three
Little Pigs, eats the first two
pigs and is killed by the third.
(A horrible death as I remember. Boiled in water wasn't ii?)
2. Goosey
Goosey
Gander
kicks someone downstairs. (I
forget just who.)
3. The Queen in Snow White
tries three times to commit murder.
4. In the story of Great Claus
and Little Claus by It. C. Anderson. Great Claus kills his
is finally
and
grandmother
drowned by Little Claus.
This Is the type stuff we start
pumping into little kids from
the nee of two or three on. I
was ..orry last week to see
lints use his library card. I
was hoping he would stick with
the old security blanket.
Speaking of children, there is
an interesting sign at each entrance to the South Apartments.
It says, "Children Drive Slow".
I guess this means that adults
can drive as fast as they want
to.

Scintilla Two

Marriage, A Dying Institution
By Lee Morton
"Hey! I'm going to get married." said Gaza as he burst into
my room.
"You idiot." said Jimho. "Do
you want to cash in with those
struggling young shut-ins? Marriage is two things: loss of
freedom and a day-by-day deadening of all your previous excitements — heh." A gleeful
grin, then serious. "Sex becomes old, you become old, love
be--"
Ann?" Gaza
know
"You
asked, "Well, this is the chick
for me. She gave me the good
word Saturday night."
"Look, naked penguin, unpuff
your chest and listen to Jimbo,
will ya?" On the fingers. "First
of all, marriage is a dying institution. Couple this with the
South Apartments and a budget
squeezing, and you've got a
Walter NIitty, man. Happy-happy problems, co-partners. homemakers — is this what you
want?"
"Bo, what are you going to
do? I love Ann. She loves me.
She needs security. The only
acceptable thing to do is marry
her. There is no other way but
marriage."
I got up and went to the window to get three quinine waters, Schweppes, of course. I
and passed
opened them up
them around: Jimbo started
talking again.
"Gaza, how you gonna fight
it? Even on your honeymoon.
hotel owners and tourists will
he giving you the old knowing
eye. You know, the way waiters give young couples the
fawning 'nlrey' treatment by
hanging around smiling, winking. Same as your uncles at
your reception smirking: all is
now happy. You have to put
the microscope to your problems now. You lose your scope.
Scope, man, dig? And so you
set up home in the suburbs, and
the salesmen and TV commercials all got your number. It's

YOU they're talking to now —
You have the washing machine.
the diapers, the living room
rug, the menus, the pink toilet
paper, you, man. Your resistance is bound to wear down.
You want in on the treadmill
that slowly wears you away
thinner and thinner, not the
flesh but the spirit? The nights
that made it seem so great get
fewer and farther apart. Everything slips into a slow, imperceptible. downhill slide, a death
by inches the day you get married. Man, I hate to watch a
sinking ship."
I butted in. "I'm not necessarily with Jimbo, but did you
ever notice the sort of acquaintances married couples have?
The men are half-heartedly intimate, all the time keeping their
inside life with their wife and
her alone. And the women exchange their little secrets that
slowly cut in and separate them
from their husbands, making it
harder and harder for a husband
to do anything with his wife
without anticipating the reaction
from his friend the next day.
Well, you know, something like
that."
"This is a once in a lifetime
otter," said Gaza with his TV
tonsils. He looked from me to
Jimbo hack to me, sort of empty
like a box of Cracker Jacks with
no surprise in it and all the popcorn candy eaten. "Dammit,
let's go get hombsville."
• • •
On that long
Of interest:
night leading into Maine Day,
May 4, Rick Lloyd and I have
got the go-sign on a midnight to
three a.m, session of Jazz over
WORO. We hope to have a little hit of everybody from Jellyroll to Ornette Coleman. Jimbo
may show up, too.
A note from Jimbo: Foe, I
am that flannel-shirt guy at the
front table of the Anchorage
and how did you know I drink
vodka, watered, with whiskey
chasers?

The Maine Campus
Thurscla”e during rh, colleg• year by atudonts of the Unnerve'
Loral adsertiaing
Sulocription rate—fl 00 per se•neater.
ty of Maine.
rate--$1 na per column inch. ',Morin! and homine•• Oilier+. I Fernald
RepreMember A...related Collegiate Press
Telephone Enten.ion 212.
sented for national advertising by National Advertising Servire Inc.. ColPI. .:0th St.. New 1"nrk 17, N. Y.
lege l'ishliaher's Repre.entathe, IS
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Poet Office, Orono, Me.
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More Mail

Student Cheers Work Of Paper
To the Editor:
Several bouquets are in order,
in my opinion, for some of the
well-written articles in your April
fourteenth issue.
Congratulations first of all to
Judith Ohr for hitting the nail on
the head when it comes to coeds
giving a man a chance to be
polite. There's an old saying that
goes something like this — "a
lady is a woman who allows a
man to be a gentleman".

serve to stimulate more interest
in religion. Perhaps I am being
unfair hut I feel that if sermons
were more closely related to the
students and sermons built around
this theme I would be much more
interested in hearing them than
I am at this time.
A Student

In regards to an increase in
religious activity on campus I
feel that before this can become
possible there must first he a
change in approach of some of the
religious leaders here on campus.
I for one am tired of worn-out
generalities and high-sounding
religious phrases which mean little
or nothing when applied to campus
life. Perhaps a closer connection
between the teachings of Christ
and the problems of campus life
and the world in general would

There nill be a Junior Class
meeting. Tuesday evening. April

to meet the candidates for next
year's Senh•r Class officers.
Highlights of the Junior Prom
n ill be presented. and class
members ma) j•Ick up their
tickets for the Prom n kWh n Ill
be

held the follon Me

Friday

eiening, AprIl •29th.
Room of the Me

Lai Union.

It is strongly urged that all class
members

attend this

meeting

Sleeveless Blouses
$1.99 Value
NOW

$1.29
Assorted prints, stripes and solid colors. Washable.
Wrinkle resistant. Quick drying. Little or no ironing.
At this price you'll limit seNeral. Sizes 32 to 3S.
Another Freese's bargain.
Ladies' Sportswear, Freese's, Main Floor

1
1 4
r1 2 On ealnPlig IZLnlan1
(A Whor of "I il-as a Tito-aye Loral'',"Tilt .11any
Loves of Drills Gillis", etc.)

COLLEGE: THE FOE OF

EDUCATION

In your quest for a college degree, are you becoming a narrow
specialist, or are you being educated in the broad, classical
sense of the word? This question is being asked today by many
serious people—including my barber, my podiatrist, and my
little dog Spot—and it would be well to seek an answer.
Let us examine our souls. Are we becoming experts only in
the confined area of our majors, or does our knowledge range
'far and wide? Do we, for example, know who fought in the
battle of Salamis, or Kant's epistemology, or Planck's constant,
or the voyage of the 13«tglr, or Palestrina's cantatas, or what
Wordsworth was doing ten miles above Tinter?' Abbey?
If we do not, we are turning, alas, into specialists. What,
then, can we th, to escape this strait jacket, to broaden our
vistas, lengthen our horizons, to become, in short, educated?
Well sir, the first thing we must do is throw away our curricula.
Tomorrow, instead of going to the same old classes, let its try
something new. Let us think of college, not as a rigid discipline,
but as a kind of vast smorgasig•rd. with all kinds of tempting
intellectual tidbits to sample and savor. Let us dive in. Let
our pent-up appetites roam and snatch where they will,

FREESE'S

SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES 801-802
Progress of Women (toward men)
Dr. Allure

let 1s1zwritzto

Magnetism of men who use ordinary hair tonics studied. Conclusion:
barely existent. Magnetism of men who use 'Vaseline' flair Tonic studied. Conclusion not yet established since test cases being held captive
by neighboring sorority. Examination of alcohol tonics and sticky hair
creams (rubber gloves recommended for this class). Result: repelled
women. Frequent use of water on hair cited: this practice deemed
harmless because 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic mollifies its drying effect.
Female Appraisal of Contemporary Male. Conclusion: Student body
0.K. if student head kept date-worthy with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.
Materials: one 4 oz. bottle of'Vaseline'flair Tonic

Vaseline

Vaseline

1101

HAIR TONIC

In the bottle and on your hair
the difference is clearly there!

We will start the day with a stimulating seminar in Hittite
artifacts. Then we will go over to marine biology and spend a
happy hour with the mollusks. Then we will open our pores by
drilling with the ROTC for a spell. Then we'll go over to journalism and scramble a font of Bodoni. Then we'll go to the medical
school and palpate a few spleens. Then we'll go to home
economics and have lunch.
And between classes we'll smoke Marlboro Cigarettes. This,
let me emphasize, is not an added fillip to the broadening of our
education: it is an csso- rdial. To learn to live richly and well is
an important part of education, and Marlboros are an important
part of living richly and well. Do you think flavor went out
when filters came in? Well, ha-ha. the joke is on you. Marlboro,
with its Selectrate filter, delivers flavor in full measure, flavor
without stint or compromise, flavor that wrinkled care derides,
flavor holding both its sides. This triumph of the tobacconist's
art comes to you in soft pack or flip-top box and can be lighted
with match, lighter, candle, Welsbach mantle, or by rubbing
two small Indians together.
When we have embarked on this new regimen—or, more accurately, /ark of regimen—we will soon be studded with culture
like a ham with cloves. When strangers accost us on the street
and say,"What was Wordsworth doing ten miles above Tintern
Abbey?" we will no longer slink away in silent abashment. We
will reply loud and clear:
'As any truly educated person knows,'Wordsworth, Shelley,
and Keats used to go tlw Widdicombe Fair every year for the
poetry-writing contests and three-legged races, both of which
they enjoyed wildly. Well sir, imagine their chagrin when they
arrived at the Fair in 1776 and learned that Oliver Cromwell,
jittery because Guy Fawkes had just invented the spinning
jenny, had canceled all puldic gatherings, including the Widdicombe Fair and Liverpool. Shelley was so upset that he
drowned himself in the Bay of Naples, Keats went to London
and became Samuel Johnson, and Wordsworth ran blindly into
the forest until he collapsed in a heap ten miles als•ve Tinter?'
Abbey. There he lay for several years, sobbing and kicking his
little fat legs. At length, peace returned to him. He composed
himself and, noticing for the first time the beauty of the forest
around him, he wrote Joyce K ifiner's immortal Treis .. And
that, smartypants, is what Wordsworth was doing ten miles
above Tinter?' Abliey."
c issoit..Ilbulroa•
*

'VASELINE

MOVING?
call Fox & Ginn

I. 1960 at 7 p.m. In the Bumps

LADIES' WASH & WEAR

I was especially glad to see
your "campus quiz". This in my
opinion is just what is needed to
call the attention of those not
interested in world affairs to the
fact that they are missing a most
vital facet of education. I would
venture to say that most of the
girls and many boys, if they even
gave the quiz more than a second
glance scored no higher than four
or five and calling this "average"
Is being pretty indulgent.
I also thought Foe Meader's
point about c:-+cd and intellectual
discussions having to be stimulated with alcohol was very well
taken.

Junior Class
To Meet Tuesday

Page Seven

IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF CHESEBROUGEI•POND S. INC

*

*

Poets and peasants alike know that if you like mildness but
you don't like filters, yOU can't do better than Marlboro's
companion cigarette—Philip Morris.

rain Med
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Vas 1st Das Campus Mayor
The Campus Mayor is the elected soul of the Maine Spirit. It is his pleasure to
Incite and maintain said spirit from Maine Day to Day. He is present during freshman week, at which time he aids in the orientation and confusion of the new studentcitizens. Each year, on the steps of the library, the mythical mantle of mayoral duties
is bestowed.

Here "Humphrey Pennyworth" Parks holds
forth, and to steal a line from Edward R. Morrow,
I can hear it now . . . "and if elected, I give my
most solemn promise ... etc."

Feature Editor: Reb Mire

"Maverick" Berry and his flashy steed before the
stands at the '59 Maine-Connecticut game.

Kelly "Boone" Eliot, Mayor of '54, receives the keys to office.

The year is '56, and "Ron the Con" keeps time as
Dr. Ilauck leads an assembly In the Stein Song.

,

tpril 21. 19h0
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Concert

Held April 22

The final concert of the University
of Maine Concert Series will be presented tonight in the Memorial Gymnasium. The University Band, Chorus,
and Orchestra. directed by Francis
Shaw. William Sleeper, and Robert
6roth, respectively, will perform.
New members of Mu Alpha Epsilon, honorary music society, will be
announced. The Mu Alpha Epsilon
Award to the senior who has contributed the most to music during his
four years at college will be announced, a, will the winner, of Mu
Alpha Epsilon scholarships in applied
music.
The concert will begin at 8:15.
Ticket, will be available at the door
for those wishing to attend %kilo do
not hold series tickets.

OLD TOWN
BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting and Welding

Gas,Oil &
Auto Accessories

Patronize Our Advertisers

Old Town,Maine
Planning for the Good Will Chest Drive are these
committee member,.: (left to right) Philip Brockway, Placement Director; Betty Colley, Barry
Millen, Aseistant to the Dean of Men; Chairman Marvin
II jrh field, Peter Berry. and Ron Drogin. Absent
are Margaret Thomson and Nt.inston Crandall.

B

J

MOVING?

Tel. 7-2400

call Fox & Ginn

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE

HOUSE OF HITS U

"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"
STEVE REEVES

"
NOW SHOWING THRI. TILES.

in

2 Walt Disney colored feature,

"GOLIATH AND THE

"KIDNAPPED"

B11211ARIANS"

starring
JAMES Mai:ARTHUR
Also

with
CHELO ALONSO
and
BRUCE CABOT

vS

"DUM BO"
full length cartoon feature
WED.TIM: TUES.

in Colorscope

"THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH"

Next Big Hit

starring
CHARLTON HESTON
and
JAMES STEWART

—PLEASE DON"I' EAT
THE DAISIES"
in Color

Shows startimr. at
1:30. 3:25, 5:25.
Sunday at
3:00, 5:05, 7:10. 9:15

DORIS DAY
and
1)iVit) NfVEN

1,1111111111
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1111111111111111106M1111
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16611111111111111MIN
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NEW FURNITURE
at
Down to Earth PrieeA

011FiallnAa

razur

at the

Little Store with Big Values

'

ECONOMY FURNITURE OUTLET
R

R.

Station

Old Town

Official II of ii Classliliw
Union Lobby
April 26 & 27

9-5
DONALD TUPPER
Representative of

What's ahead for you...
after you join Western Electric?
Anywhere you look—in engineei ing and utile!
professional areas—the answei to that rpt
sti,
,
is progress. For W'estern Electric is nil a Oh 441
ever-increasing complexity, both as the maimfactioing arid supply unit of the Bell Ss -.real
and as a part ol many defense conummiLations and missile projects.
These two assignments mean you'll find yoiltself in the thick of things in such fast-breaking
fields as microwave radio relay, electionie

switching,miniaturization and automatim t.Ve;
may engineer installations. plan distribution
equipment and supplies. Western also has neod
for held engineers. whose world-wide assi
'ments eall for working with equipment
make for the Covernment. The opportun't.•.

are ninny—and they're uniting!
You'll find that W'estern Electric is earect.minded...and you-minded! Progress is as rapid

mat.. that 5.000 supers isory jobs will open in
the next ten sea,-;—tlie majority to be filled by
t
will lie coriesponding
101
it cc': 1444i141444g within research and
crr4ineeiiir.4. It'estein Fiectric imiititains its
own
all-expenses-paid engineering
And oin tuition refund plan
also 11,•110, i ii itio%e ahead in our chosen field.
Opportunities exist for oleo:loot neechon'eal. industrial, civil and chemical ensineers, as well as in the
physical scionres. For ma's information get your copy
of Consider a Career at V.' ,stern Electric from your
Placement 01Ticer. Or wi:ter College Relations, Room
2C0E„ ibestern Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y Be sure to arrange for a Western Electric
inter view when the Bell System team visits your campus.

Wegterii Electric

as your own individual skills permit. We estiCrwitt.0 Auto sunear
0
illiM444414,
tow 04 111011 Sill SIMIAN

L. G. BALFOUR CO.
tatnutecturine locations at Chic/tee. III.; Kearny. N 1; Baltimore, Mt. Ind.orlapn41S. Ind.; Allentown and lsureliaie, Pa.; Burlingtoo,
Greensboro and Winston-Salem. N. C. Buffalo. N Y ; No,t11 04.4.135er. Miss.. heroin sal Omaha, Neb.. Kens., rely. SO
;Columbus. 0.,
Oklahoma City. Okla.: Engineering Research Center. Princeton. N 1.; Teietyae Corp.. Chicago. ill and
Rock. ArA Also ff. E.
cil5trioution centers in 32 cites. instaii.e.on tuisaawirists in 16 cr,es. General atatlouarters: 135 Broadway.
Nim tort 7, N. I.
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Bears To Encounter
Massachusetts Club

On campus or in town our prim arc the lowest
Main Street

Bo

By Earl Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
After splitting a two game series at Rhode Island last week.
the baseball team will be moving back into action this weekend
with a pair of crucial Yankee Conference games against Massachusetts.
The Bear diamond crew pol- chucker, was also praised for his
ished off the Rams 8-3 on Friday
behind the clutch hitting of sophomore Bill Livesley and brilliant
defensive play, but their bats
v.eakened on Saturday as Rhody
(+ticker Rollie Better handcuffed
the yisitors 4-2 on four well
spaced singles.
"I thought we played good baseball
on the entire trip," voiced coach Jack
Butterfield, "with the exception of the
first inning of the second game."
"It was then that our usually good
defense broke down and we gave up
two unearned runs that proved costly,"
the Big Blue mentor stated.

Men who face wind and weather
choose the protection of

Butterfield

was

pleased

with

solid defense of his club, and
remarked that dazzling plays by
NVorody Duniphey. Tom Valiton.
Ed Ranzoni and Livelsey saved
seseral costly base hits.
The amiable coach noted that last
season's top hitter. Ray Weed, appeared to be moving out of a preseason slump and has back in top
form.
Weed paced the 1959 version
of the team with a .395 average,
the best season's mark since
1946.
Coach Butterfield singled out
aliton as the star of the
game series and commended hint
for his over-all play in the field
as well as at the plate.
Jon Whitten, junior righthand
the

the loss of vital
Skin protection. that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against
scent. It does seem
skin moisture. Feels great. too. Brisk, bracing. with that tangy Old Spice
to attract female admirers, but what red.blooded
1.00
man needs protection against girls?

brilliant relief stint in the second
five and two-thirds innings, allowing
only two hits.
Massachusetts, tabbed by Butterfield
as the toughest in the Yankee Conference. will provide the opposition as
the Maine team makes its first appearance on their home diamond this
weekend.
The Redmen boast a trio of fine
lefthanders as Yell as a host of power
hitters.
The Bears prepped for the Massachusetts southpaws in a scrimmage
with the freshmen, facing the frosh's
best left-handed hurlers.
Butterfield. who feels that the winner of the Yankee Conference will
have to tuck away eight games, has
made only a single change in his
line-up.
Senior letterman Deane Deshon
will move up from the sixth place in
the batting order to take his licks in
the leadoff spot.
Either Dick Colwell, Jon Whitten.
Pete Henderson, Haddon Libby or
George Bartlett will get the call for
a starting assignment in the two
games.
On Tuesday the Bears will move
into State Series action against Bates.
The Bobcats have several new faces
on their starting nine and a couple of
veteran lefthanders to do the moundwork.

On The Island

KCIDL KR

By Fred Stuhhert

ACROSS
I. The season fur
a head cold
6. IL......
be smokes at..)
10. Feel like
gelatin
It. Stone with
Nem-York inside
12. Den Linden's
first name
13. Pig (French)
14. Lees than
(flat
1. Sweetie's
last name
16. Lots, in
paper talk
15. Make•
change- to Kool
19. Poetess Millay
20. You need help
23. They're the
last word
24. Tough knot
to crack
27. You'll
a real change
with Kona
30. Alexander's
land
34. Swiftly
35. Flake out
36. Little
37. Plowed land
41. Nlusieutri piece
42. Description of
Kool package
(3 aunts)
4!". Raison
44. Middle of
Dinah
17. This comas
soon
65. Juan. Aimed**,
IS. Place on

DOWN
r
1. Lehr
2. Resorted to
Ion humor
3. Wicker
4. The Prexy
6. They're bound
to spread
6. Dude, like
7. Clneed
S. Oodles
9. Surpasses
17. Only Knot gives
you real
Menthol
18. French gal's
name
20. Kools
the brand
for you
21. Egos alter ego
22. Understand
25. Suable saline
solution
26. Heart penetrant
27. /formed around,
but petulantly
26. City with wine
in the mithile
29. Therr's one
in the town
31. Fair, lovable
chick
32. Best buy your
Kools by it
33. For this you
gotta reach
38. It's skinny
as Sinatra
Magnani
39.
40. June 6, 1944
43. Electrical
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9
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(When your throat tells
you its time for a change,
you need
a real change...

YOU NEED THE

,Atezoe,htaa
OF

Ka)L

The Faculty team surprised everyone by winning the Non-fraternity

Intramural volleyball has ended for league.
another year with the champions now
This week's outstanding intrawearing their crowns.
mural athlete is Bruce R. PoulPhi Eta won the fraternity league ton. a member of the faculty
and the over-all campus champion- train and Head of the Departship plus adding a sizable amount of ment of Animal Science. Mr.
points to their drive for the All-Point Poulton was the spearhead of the
Trophy.
faculty attack with his very consistent point scoring.
Attention is now focused on the
upcoming softball and tennis leagues.
'the Fraternity division of the softball
league will start on Monday, April 25,
while the Non-fraternity division will
start Tuesday, April 26. Schedules
standformer
Abbott.
Walter H.
are now being distributed by the
out guard for the Black Bears during Physical Education office.
the '55. '56. *57 seasons, has recently
Round One of the Fraternity
been appointed Assistant Football
Coach to Head Coach Hal ..1A'esty- tennin league must be completed
by Saturday. April 30, and round
Westerman.
Abbott comes to the University of one of the Non-fraternity league
Maine with a reputation of being a must be done by May S. These
schedules are also in the mail
aml conte-tants should arrange
their snatches right away to avoid
trouble.
The intramural softball league this
year should be first class. There are
numerous individuals with better than
average baseball talent who are not
participating for either the freshman
or the varsity teams.

Abbott To Assist
Hal Westerman

44. It. puts up
ant/ noes

tough man when it comes to physical conditioning. He replaces former
line Coach Jim Butterfield who is
now at Colgate.
Abott who is married to the former
Carol Stevenson. Maine '59. is on
loan to us from tayrence High
School for the duration of Spring
football practice. He and his wife
will mote here sometime during the
slimmer to get ready for a rugged
football campaign in the fall.

AR"

game. Whitten came on and hurled
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Boston College Challenges Maine
BEAU FACTS
from

A to
ART ZALKAN — Sports Editor

•
The Boston College Eagles, fresh from victories over Bowdoin
College and Amherst College, invade the campus Saturday for a
dual track meet with the University of Maine's Black Bears. Field
events will start at I P.M.. and running events will follow at 2 P.M.
The Eagles come to Orono Although very strong in the weight
with a squad loaded with talent, events with his two point-getters,
They are especially strong in the Terry Horne and Ed Morrison,
middle und long distance esents. Styrna does not have enough men
By Vicki Waite
They also have a group of strong to score In vital areas.
I dona believe it! It's spring not indisidual performers who will
Kenny Pinkham and Gardiner
fall. I'll have to have a closer look. be looking to improse their per.
Hunt are also expected to give
Cautiously approaching the gate, I formances of a week ago.
the Maine squad lots of help in
passed through it scarcely noticed.
Samir Vincent. an import from the field events. Horne has been
Girls, there they were! One was on Iraq. seems to be the man to watch reported as throwing the
hammer
all fours with a dark oval-shaped on the Eagle squad. Vincent scored and discus at **eye-opening" disobject between his hands. Others many points for his team in his
last tances during practice sessions.
were lined up behind him. It seemed meet. He placed first in the
high Maine should pick up point.
to be a relay race of some kind.
hurdles, low hurdles, broad jump, here.
Will Spencer. currently the
As I got closer to these contest. and high jump.
Yankee Conference record holdAnother man to keep your eye
ants I heard sonieone chanting
er in the 8.80, will be competing
on this weekend is miler Bob
numbers. This ended abruptly
in this mem anti the javelin
as this first fellow did a marvel- O'Leary. O'Leary has been running the mile under 4:20. Last throw. Bob Lucas, despite an
ous trick. Easter than lightning
sseekend he won both the mile injured hand, will be looking
he sent this brown thing between
his legs. Swoosh, right into the event and two-mile event for the for a strong throw in the javelin also.
Eagles.
hands of the guy second in line.
Jimmy. Duff, a half-miler. is the
Bob Donovan and Larry Salford
Now I don't think this second
fellow knew what was going on. key man in the middle distance are Maine's best runners in the dash
events.
Duff
during
the
past
winter
events,
while Art "Ace" Conro will
with
Ile just stood there
the object in his hand. All of a sudden was labeled as the outstanding per- be counted on heavily for a featured
this guy from in bark somewhere former in the Greater Boston Inter- performance in the quarter-mile.
came running out in front of collegiate Meet. This honor was be- Maine's foursome of Rollie Dueveryone. A second later he was stowed upon him by the Boston sports bois, Al Nichols, Winston Crandell.
running toward the north end of writers. Duff won the 1000 yard run and John Dudley will handle the pole
the lawn with the object tucked and then ran a strong anchor man vault event while Roger Hale will
jump for the Back Bears in the high
under his arm. I wish I could on the relay team,
Surprise of the year could be jump and broad jump.
explain to you how he got the
sophomore Bob Kourac who as
Cliff Ives, still nursing a pulled
ball. but I'm really not sure.
My eyes fell on another group of a (rush threw the javelin over muscle, is expected to score in the

Gads, Girls,
What's This?

Since the Connecticut basketball game. there has been some
question concerning the adequacy or inadequacy of our gymnasium
for the use of basketball games and for other general uses.
There is probably little doubt in all our minds that
this is a major problem to us. However, for the present,
the problem of a new gym is too large to cope with since
we are having a difficult time in receiving enough money
front the State Legislature to improve our educational
facilities.
There is a need in the gym, however, that does merit immediate attention. And though there is a cost that goes along with this
need, I feel that the cost is not that great and that it is worth while.
The need that I speak of is that of having a decent
scoreboard and clock for the Memorial Gymnasium.
Some of you may wonder if we really need this new device
that badly. You may even feel that the money for such an item
should be spent on some other project such as a scholarship or
some sort of a loan. I can agree with you on this point. Money is
a vital item to all of us. and we can always find a better use for it
than a scoreboard. On this point I can not agree with you. I feel
that if money is going to be spent on the University, it should be
spent on a need that will benefit not only a select few, but the mass
of the University.
two hurdle event.. These two event;
Can any of you think of some need at the University
these boys. They seemed to be in 190 feet.
The Maine Shuck Bears face the may be Maine's weakest spots.
that caters to better than 3000 students at any one time
awful pain. They were lying on the
prospect
of
going into their first outCoach Styrna, despite Maine's
ground, waving their arms and legs,
than a new scoreboard and a new clock? Not only will
and jumping up and running around. door meet the victims of a very thin thin ranks, still experts his Big
the team benefit fr
this, but so will the students, the
squad.
Depth
is
one
of
the
items
Blue
squad to gise the Eagles a
I concluded they must be having
faculty, and all visiting teams.
that Coach Ed Styrna does not have, rare till the finish,
Presently. our reputation in the field of athletics is perhaps at stomach trouble.
its highest. But when it conies to facilities, we rank at the bottom. These boys really throw themselves
into it ... literally! One group was
Do you feel that this is the place that our University should remain? centered
around these long canvas
Only You, yourself, can answer this question!!!
bags which must be filled with sand
I ant not crusading for a new gym, for that would
or possibly rocks. One guy would
he asking the impossible, although the day will come
stand behind a sandbag while another
soon when we at the University will have to start thinkwould charge into it. I guess the object was to knock over the bag and
ing of this problem. But I do feel that we. the students,
the guy behind it. The poor boys just
the faculty, and the aimllll i should try to meet the needs
kept on battering into these bags, but
of the present pin. The varsity basketball team did
never knocked them over. It must
much for us during the winter months. Can we show
have been awfully hard work because
them a little appreciation?
I even heard some of them grunting.
Now is the time to act—not next year....
That afternoon I ionw steps and
Items of Interest
(urination. we learned in modFormer football captain John Theriault visited campus Tues- ern dance (Pt,-W 23) executed
day. John is now coaching at Norway High School. His football beautifully, "Bonnie Prudent
team finished with a 7-2 record while capturing the Southwest approsed- exercises and all
Conference Class C title. The squad was rated fourth in the state. kind. of other wranibling. Good
Ted Curtis. Faculty Manager of Athletics, leaves tomorrow for hick. Jellows! Come next fall
Boston where he will be part of that committee that chooses the I'll be looking for the "relas
rare- anti all those other play 4 I
basketball officials for all college games. Get some good ones for learned
about.
E. • us, Mr. Curtis. On Sunday he becomes an active member of the
Look out, spectators!! Terry Home. Maine's ace hammer
Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Committee which plans all skiing events
throm.er, is ready to throw another record away.
for our part of the country.
Westy reports that he is very pleased with the prog.
Saturday will mark the debut of
ress and lllllrale his new squad has shown its the first few
days of practice. He was especially pleased with the new
the 1960 version of Coach Ed Styrnas,
men who reported for the first tinse. The ss ill certainly
freshman track team. This spring ,
help ti. %.* jib our depth."
team promises to yield a number ot

Freshman Track

Maine Golfers Open Season

Net Team To Meet UCann & R.I.
The University of Maine's varsity lettermen returning, they could give
tennis team packed its traveling bags the Maine team a real battle.
Rhode Island
gise the
last night and then left this morning
for the University of New. Hampshire Black Rear. the roughest time
at Durham for a tennis match which aids four returning men from
the 1959 squad. The Rams are
began at 1:30 this afternoon.
c•perienced team also has ing
I.a,t season. the Big Blue ten-

ni. squad beat the V. ildrats
by identical !WM,. of 7.2. St
Durbin,. the Maine squad faced
their strongest challenge as the
V. Meat. base three returning
%remits. including 1:mkt, Con
ferenre champion Roger Nlagenave. Warren Wilder s,h.. teamed
a ith Magenau for the lankee
Conference doubles title is bark
and is rated 81. the number tan
man on the Wildcat squall.
According to Coach Bill Olson. the

a number of sopholllllres is ho
aere unlieaten as freshmen.
They finished second in the
Yankee Conferenct• rare last season.
Coach Brian McCall stated that the
nucleus of the squad will be composed
of five sophomores and two seniors.
The only returning letterman from
last year's unit is Bob Sterritt.

5°P1
ro+ on the squad who
left this morning are Walter
Higgins. Don Idlernan. Dose
Miles, Dave O'Donnell, anti Dick
Racine. Rounding out the traveling squad is senior Ted Stevens.
A year ago. the Black Bears com-

Wildcat squad has a better team than
last year and has an outside chance
to grab the Yankee Conference title.
On Friday. the Black Bears hop
down to Storrs, Connecticut, for a piled a 5-5 record in dual matches.
match with the Huskies. Connecticut It was the first .500 season for a Maine
did poorly last season, but with three tennis team in several seasons.

fine varsity prospects to continue the
Another strong golfer for the HusThe varsity golf team travels to
tradition of outstanding Maine teams. Connecticut and Rhode Island this kies is a Maine product, Jack
MorTh.- meet with Boston College weekend for a full round of golf ac- rison. from Brunswick. Captain
should produce several exciting tivities. These two matches will be George Lufkin will be espected to
individual duals, according to the first for the Black Bears ..ho are stop Morrison.
Down at Kingston. the 'tear golfers
eager to start their quest for the
Coach Styrna.
will be faced with •;rnilar problems.
Boston College will field two of Yankee Conference title.
Both matches at Storm and Kings The Rams are loaded with experienced
New England's top freshman runners
in the persons of Rinella and Rawson. ton are triangular affairs. On Friday. incn who are ready to capture the
Rinella poses a distinct problem for the Maine team squares off against the Conference title this s•tason.
A seven man squid will leave on
Maine's Pete McPhee in the quarter Huskies and Wesleyan College. The
mile event. while Maine's Dick Roy match will be played at the Williman- Thursda). for the week:-v4 of golf.
and Tim Carter will try to stop the tic Country Club. On Saturday the
speedy Rawson whose best time this Maine team fires against the Rams
INTR.AMURAI. SOVI HAI I.
season has been 4:21 in the mile and Bates College.
SCHEDULES 1960
Both Yankee Conference squads
event.
defeated the Bears last season. Con- Fraternity Division:
The Bear Cub. are well forti- necticut swallowed Maine, 5-2 while Apr. 25 1. ATO—AGR
fied in all events with some of Rhode Island blanked the Bears 7-0.
2. RTP—DTD
standing members being In a return match with the Rams, the
the
3. 1A:5—PEE
Oast. l'arker in the 100 and 220 Maine team squeeked out a 4-1 de4. PGD—PKS
yard dashes, Stu Stromberg in cision.
5. PMD—SAE
the 220, Baron 'Nelsen in the
6. SC—SN
It is expected that Maine's Art Dicklow and high hurtiles, Bill Blood
in the weights, and Dick Mason son will play against Connecticut's Non-Fraternity Division:
captain Jackson Mickel. fsliekel, who .Apr. 26 I. Curb I--Corb 2
in the weights.
is rated as the best golfer on the Con2. Cods 4—Dunn 2
Other Maine frosts cindermen who necticut squad, was the winner at last
3. Gann 3—North 111111
will rate close attention will be Curt year's New England Medalist play.
4. South H1111—Oak
Aclin, Rod McClure, and Nelson Dickson is the State of Maine's Inter5. Cabins—Newman
collegiate champion
Bilodeau in the running events.
6. Hart 1—Hart 4

l'age Twelve

THE MAINE CAMPUS

ACE OF SPADES
APRIL 23
8:30 - 12:00

WHO WILLI
Dewey "Lit
Nichols, anc

MEMORIAL UNION
ADMISSION 50c

Demc
Goal!

BRING YOUR SIXGUNS BECAUSE
THIS YEAR—

The foil
both the Rep
to the Campi
The articles
ber of party

Democrl

ACE OF SPADES
GOES
WESTERN
THE "HOUSE" WINS AGAIN!!

"SNAKE EYES"!!!

The Democr
ed as the pa
principle—a
protection and
great, unique
government un
is the servant,
people.
The Democi
strong in its e.
the individual
affairs and its
taming at all c
freedom and

Hold
This I

The membei
are under the
For those of
Japanese, that
tive affair wil
900 p.m. this
Gym. The mu
by Urbie Gre
Even the Japa
up an evening
most honorabl
jazz band have
intermission co
ets may be pi(
stairs in the
need is an ID
price is $2.50
THE HOUSE SQUEAKS BY!!

t•,^

To further a
evening, an al
been construct(
by members c
costumes loan
Kanecko. Japa
ciously donates
bassy. Memb(
committee are
picting scenes o
form the walls
gardens or pap
any member o
asked to contal
mer or Gerry I;
in working on

Other class
make the Prorr
It promises to I
General chain
and Gerry Inga
Arnold—Orche
Tickets and pre
Guests and c
(
Judy Fowler,
Mire; Refreshrr
Jane Chiarini; ;
dentals—Dan
"RED TEN ON THE BLACK JACK!"

SEVEN COME ELEVEN!!

Voti

